While most currently available minimally invasive robotically assisted cardiac surgical systems do not employ 3D image guidance, such support can be generated using pre operative images such as CT. Previously we demonstrated a virtual model of the thorax with simulated surgical instruments, and a pulsating virtual model of the coronary arteries. In this paper we report the overlay of optical endoscopic images of a beating heart phantom with CT-based dynamic volumetric images of the phantom. Spatial matching is obtained through optical tracking of the endoscope and of the phantom, while time synchronization of the display of the model utilizes ECG gating. The spatial accuracy between the optical and virtual images varies from about 0.8 mm to -2.6 mm, while the time discrepancy depends on the frame-rate at which the virtual model is refreshed, and is typically 50-100 ms. Although the CT-based dynamic images are sufficient for animation of the model, artefacts associated with the image registration prevent seamless animation. Instead, to reconstruct the various phases of heart pulsation, we used a high-quality semi-static image of the diastolic phase of the phantom, and warped it to match the CT-based images corresponding to other phases of the heart pulsation.
INTRODUCTION
Patient trauma and incision sizes during surgery have progressively been reduced by the medical community, especially after the first laparoscopic cholecystectomy [1] in 1985, but the concept of minimally invasive surgery was applied to coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) procedure almost thirteen years later. Stevenson et al. [2] performed the first totally endoscopic CABG on animals in 1998. The next year Loulmet et al. [3] and Mohr et al. [4] independently reported the procedure performed on humans, while Kiaii et al. [5] performed the first minimally invasive robotic coronary artery bypass (MIRCAB). Such a long delay was partially caused by slow development of reliable telemanipulators, with ARTEMIS (1992) being one of the first capable of operation in six degrees of freedom. The Zeus and da Vinci telerobotic devices are currently the most commonly used systems in surgical practice [6] . It soon became apparent that limited view of optical endoscopes, the primary intra-operative monitoring tool, as well as inaccessibility of visually-obstructed organs, could be complemented with a virtual environment generated from preoperative data obtained from imaging modalities like three-dimensional (3D) computerized tomography (CT) or MRI. Vining et al. [7] demonstrated that 3D reconstruction of CT images was useful in examining the tracheobronchial tree, while Gulbins et al. [8] showed that 3D imaging was invaluable in the planning of minimally invasive CABG.
We have developed at our institution a virtual cardiac surgical platform using pre-and intra-operative imaging modalities: Chiu et al. [9] demonstrated an overlay of endoscopic images with CT-reconstructed thorax phantom, and Lehmann et al. [10] [11] developed virtual animated coronary arteries derived from 2D bi-plane angiograms. Recently, we superposed tracked-endoscope images with CT-derived organ models in neurosurgical context [12] , while in other work, Shahidi et al. [13] applied similar methodology to clinical cases. Mourguess et al. [14] developed an image-based refinement procedure for orienting a stereoscopic endoscope with respect to an animal heart.
In this paper we present our results involving the fusion of CT-based preoperative images of a beating heart phantom with images from an endoscope that is optically tracked with respect to the phantom. We demonstrate realtime fusion of the endoscopic images with the virtual environment that is robust with respect to the position and the orientation of the endoscope and the phantom, as well as the phase of the cardiac cycle of the heart phantom. Building on earlier work [15] , we report further enhancements to the system, including improved tracking of the endoscope pose (position and orientation), and a new method of animation of the virtual model of the beating heart. The new animation warps the 3D image of the diastolic phase to the images of other phases of the cardiac cycle, and provides visually superior results when compared to the previously published animation based on direct images from the cardiac cycle. This is a continuation of the development of the virtual cardiac surgical planning (VCSP) [10] environment, and part of an effort to provide comprehensive imaging support to an intraoperative cardiac surgical assistance environment that employs a telemanipulation system. Our long-term objectives are similar to those of Adhami and Coste-Manière [16] .
The significance of this project relates to the fact that minimally invasive surgery is hampered by the lack of adequate image guidance at both the procedure-planning and guidance phases, and this project attempts to relate the endoscopic image to the context of the entire organ through dynamic fusion. This approach also serves to provide a virtual representation of aspects of the organ not seen by the endoscope.
METHODS

Description of the system
In this study, we used a beating heart phantom, section 2.2.1., which simulates the environment of a human heart placed in the thorax, see Figure 1 . The phantom was viewed with a standard endoscope, section 2.2.2. A virtual model of the beating heart phantom was constructed based on 3D-CT images collected during a "cardiac cycle". Fourteen images (representing separate phases of the cardiac cycle) were retrieved, and used to model the movement of the phantom surface. The actual virtual images of the phantom during the cardiac cycle were obtained by extracting a description of the cardiac motion from the CT scans obtained throughout the cardiac cycle, and using this information to warp a high-quality "diastolic phase" image progressively throughout the cardiac cycle, section 2.3.2. Such images of the phantom were displayed in the virtual scene to provide animated representation of the virtual model of the phantom. The animation was time synchronized with the beating of the phantom by triggering the display cycle with an ECG-like signal generated by the phantom controller. The phantom was tracked optically (see section 2.2.4.), and the tracking information was used to position the virtual phantom in the virtual scene. The rendering camera was placed in the location and orientation determined with the tracking probe attached to the endoscope. The images from the endoscope were displayed on the half-transparent plane placed in front of the rendering camera. The endoscope images were corrected for barrel distortion. The virtual scene was continuously updated to reflect the movement of the endoscope or the heart phantom, and the beating of the phantom.
Components
Heart phantom
For our validation experiments we employed an inflating / deflating heart phantom (Limbs & Things Limited, Bristol, UK, model 40503), where the volume was adjusted using the supplied air pump and the controller. The controller was modified to provide an "r-wave" equivalent phase synchronization signal generated at the effective "diastolic" phase of the motion. The signal (200 ms TTL pulse) was triggered by a magnetic switch that closes on a preselected phase of the air pump, and was fed to the computer via the parallel port. To uniquely correlate the volume of the phantom with the phase of the air pump, a homing procedure was designed: the piston of the pump would move until detection of the synchronization signal, and then the pressure in the system was adjusted to 15±1 mmHg (measured with a digital blood pressure monitor).
Coronary vessels were replicated using insulated flexible copper (stranded) wires (selected for optimum visibility in CT scans) that were glued to the phantom with silicone. 2 mm in diameter white-painted ball-bearings were glued to the phantom surface for validation purposes.
Endoscope
The endoscopic images were provided by an Aesculap (Melsungen, Germany) 0 0 fixed focal length neurosurgical endoscope. The barrel distortion of the lens was removed using correction software (see section 2.3.1.), and the calibration was performed in a manner similar to that employed by Shahidi et al. [12] .
Virtual model of the beating heart phantom
The dynamic images needed to construct the virtual model of the beating phantom were acquired using a 3D-CT scanner (GE Medical System LightSpeed helical, 8 slices of 1.25 mm thickness, 0.5 s rotational period, 120 kV / 300 mA). Because of the symmetry of the inflating / deflating motion in our model, only the first half of the cardiac cycle was reconstructed (7 phases lasting 7 % of the period each). The remaining 7 phases were constructed from the first half period, assuming a cosine time dependence. To compensate for missing the 1 % of the cycle in the reconstructed 7 phases, the 8-th phase was started at 51 % of the period. The warping algorithm used to generate the images used in the animation of the virtual beating phantom from those acquired by the CT scanner is described in section 2.3.2.
Tracking
A Polaris optical tracking system (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, ON, Canada) was used to track the pose of both the endoscope and the heart phantom. For endoscope tracking, a custom-made tracking probe consisting of three retroreflective balls was mounted onto the endoscope, while for the phantom tracking, another set of three retroreflective balls was attached rigidly to the phantom holder. Since the phantom may be placed in a receptacle in the phantom holder in a reproducible manner, only the casing of the phantom holder needs to be tracked in order to establish the pose of the heart phantom.
Software
Program description
The program controlling the system was written in Python 2.1, and makes extensive use of classes from freeware software: VTK 4.1 (www.vtk.org) and Atamai 1.0 (www.Atamai.com). It runs under Windows 2000, on an AMD Athlon MP 1800+ computer, together with ASUS V8200 Series v31.40b display adapter. A Matrox Corona video digitizer was used to digitize the analog signal from the video camera attached to the endoscope.
The program displays a semi-opaque endoscope view overlaid with the virtual image of the heart phantom, as described in section 2.1. The relative pose of the endoscope with respect to the phantom is calculated based on the information from the tracking probes attached to the endoscope and the phantom. The 4×4 pose matrices are updated every 20 ms. To minimize jitter in the coordinates returned by the Polaris system, the pose matrices are quasi-averaged (i.e. the translation components and the Euler angles are averaged up to 80 consecutive matrices, followed by orthogonalization of the rotation sub matrix) when the endoscope is not moving.
The virtual 3D scene was constructed as follows: The rendering camera was placed at the location in the virtual scene corresponding to the location in the real space of the focal point of the tracked endoscope. Next, a rectangular plane was placed in front of the rendering camera, and the endoscopic image was displayed on it. The endoscopic image was radially warped to remove the barrel distortion of the lens. Although the distortion coefficients were determined in a separate calibration procedure, the image deformation was performed in a near-real time rate of 14 Hz through texture mapping within the graphic card [17] . Finally, the time-synchronized isosurfaces of the preoperative images of the beating heart phantom were added (section 2.2.3.). The isosurfaces were generated using the marching cubes algorithm, and refined with the warping algorithm (section 2.3.2.). The isosurfaces of the heart phantom were transformed from 3D coordinates of the CT scanner, to 3D real-space coordinates, and the transform was determined from the CT-scan coordinates of three markers of known geometrical positions in real space.
Warping algorithm for animation of the virtual model of the beating heart phantom
We animated the static virtual model of the phantom using dynamic information obtained by our automatic, non-linear, image registration algorithm [18] . In this approach, the image used to create the static model was treated as the reference, and was registered to all the remaining image frames. The resulting non-linear transformations were then applied to the static surface model in order to deform it into the different time frames. This "parallel" registration approach ensures that there is only one mapping between the reference image and the frame of interest, avoiding the problem of error accumulation possible if the reference frame was deformed serially from frame to frame.
The actual registration algorithm used to derive the non-linear transformation between two image frames is an entirely automatic, intensity-based approach in a free form deformation (FFD) scheme. In this framework, both the source and target images are overlaid with a structured grid of control points (nodes). Each node is associated with a 3D region of source and target image space surrounding it. A non-zero displacement vector can then be defined for a given node to model the local deformation in this area of the source image. The actual lengths and directions of the individual vectors are chosen using a downhill simplex optimization algorithm [19] , with each node being treated independently in sequence. For a given vector x,y,z, the optimization algorithm minimizes the following cost function:
where I SO (x,y,z) are the intensities in the source image data following a translation by (x,y,z), I TA are the original intensities of the target image, V is the volume of the source and target data under consideration (usually equal to grid spacing), and BE is the bending energy associated with the current choice of vector (controlled by the user defined parameter α). The first term of equation 1 is the sum of absolute difference of intensities (SAD), a simple and computationally efficient similarity measure used previously in serial image registration. The second term is the 3D equivalent of the thin-plate spline bending energy, responsible for ensuring that the calculated transformation is smooth [20] .
To avoid local minima, we employ a multi-resolution grid approach when registering two images. The optimization usually takes place at grid resolutions of 40 3 mm 3 , to 20 3 mm 3 , and finally 10 3 mm 3 . Between the computational stages, the grid is interpolated linearly for improved efficiency.
Calibration software
For proper construction of the virtual scene, the transform between the coordinates of the optical endoscope (origin at the focal point, x-axis along the optical axis of the lens, and z-axis vertical on the computer screen) and the Polaris tracking probe attached to it needs to be known. Although this transform can be established based on geometrical considerations, it can be refined using the following stand-alone procedure (software written in Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0, using VTK 4.1 classes). The procedure consists of non-linear least-squares minimization of the error function defined as the cumulative screen distance between the endoscopic-view and the calculated screen positions of markers of known real-space location. The summation was based on multiple snapshots of four markers collected from various endoscope poses. Since the transform was needed to calculate the screen coordinates of the virtual markers (defined by 3 translation and 3 angular coefficients), the required transform is its value at the minimum of the error function. Additionally, the calculation requires entering the viewing angle of the camera, and its value was also optimized by this minimization routine. Because of the ease with which their image coordinates can be calculated, the markers used in this procedure were Polaris retroreflective balls attached to the phantom casing.
RESULTS
This section contains analysis of the performance of selected components of the system, and validation of the overall system under static and dynamic conditions.
Transform from tracking coordinates to the coordinates of the optical endoscope
Example snapshots (Figure 2 ) before and after applying the correction transform (section 2.3.3.) demonstrate the improvement of the overlay between the endoscope image of a test setup and its virtual equivalent. For validation purposes 16 additional snapshots pairs were collected from various endoscope poses for the total of 44 data points. The errors were expressed in terms of "projected errors", defined as the vector between the investigated point in real space and its image in the endoscope plane, after conceptually shifting the endoscopic plane along the endoscope axis to intercept the investigated point. Histograms of the "projected errors" were calculated before and after applying the correction transform (Figure 3 ). Markers other than those used in the minimization routine were employed in this validation. The mean projected error of 3.5 mm was reduced to 0.88 mm with the correction transform. Fig. 2 . Proper alignment of the markers in the endoscopic view with their virtual counterparts is achieved through applying the correction transform (right). The corresponding uncorrected image is shown on the left. Each of the three spherical markers visible in the pictures is 11.5 mm in diameter. While the virtual markers are shifted from the locations in the optical locations in the uncorrected image, the shift is reduced in the corrected image. Fig. 3 . The histogram of projected errors after applying the correction transform is shifted towards lower values with respect to the uncorrected data. The mean value of the projected error is reduced from 3.5 mm to 0.88 mm.
Static validation
Static validation of the setup, i.e. for a non-beating phantom, was performed prior to the dynamic (beating phantom) testing. An example snapshot of the rendering pane containing the non-beating phantom with attached coronary arteries is shown in Figure 4(a) . The image contains a semi-transparent endoscopic image (also shown in Figure 4(b) ) and the virtual model of the phantom (Figure 4(c) ).
The static registration errors were determined using fiducial markers (steel ball-bearings) mounted on a rigid wooden model of the heart instead of the flexible heart phantom. The true 3D coordinates of the markers were derived from a separate 3D-CT scan. Since we only have a 2D view of the scene, it is impractical to calculate the true target registration errors (TRE), i.e. the distance between a point in 3D space and its equivalent in "endoscope space". Instead, we calculated a 2D equivalent of TRE, the "projected error" as defined in section 3.1. The length of the projected error vector is expressed in millimetres, and serves as an estimate of the projected localization of an organ in real space based on its endoscope image overlaid with the virtual equivalent of that organ.
The projected errors were examined for variety of endoscope poses with respect to the static heart phantom. The average absolute value of the projected error for 100 data points was 0.50±0.33 mm. 
Validation on a beating phantom
In this section we validate the precision of the overlap of the optical and virtual images of the pulsating heart phantom. The snapshots of the rendering window were saved and analyzed for all 14 phases of the cardiac cycle (for the heart rate of 42 bpm). The snapshots of the first half of the cycle are shown in Figure 5 . The complete set of snapshots could not be saved during a single cardiac cycle due to the computer lock-up during the window-saving process (a) (c) (b) (~0.2 s). Therefore, only one snapshot was collected during a cycle, and the snapshot of the next phase of the cardiac cycle were collected from a new cycle, after receiving the next ECG-like synchronization signal (triggering the heartdisplay cycle). The opacity of the endoscopic view (displayed as a rectangle in the images below) was set to 65 % to allow simultaneous viewing of the optical and virtual images. Figure 5 demonstrates that satisfactory overlap of the optical and virtual images is achievable at all phases of the cardiac cycle. The coronary vessels and the fiducial markers are represented appropriately in all phases. This dramatic improvement of the feature quality in the virtual images, as opposed to that presented in our preliminary work [15] , is due to the use of the warping algorithm to update a single model to represent all phases of the cardiac cycle, rather than constructing a new model from the sequence of (sometimes highly artefact-ridden) dynamic CT images. These low-quality images nevertheless contain sufficient information to describe the heart motion throughout the cardiac cycle. The errors in time synchronization and the spatial shift between the optical and virtual images were quantified based on the screen coordinates of a fiducial marker placed on the surface of the phantom ( Figure 5 ). The errors were expressed in terms of the projected errors. The overlap of the optical and virtual projected error vectors was analyzed with respect to the time elapsed from the cycle start, (Figure 6 ). The projected error vectors of both the optical and the virtual fiducial are expressed in terms of the coordinate along the principal direction of oscillation of the optical fiducial (considered as the reference). Each virtual data point was shifted right by 0.05 s to display the points at the average viewing instant, rather than when the program started displaying the corresponding virtual image. Cosine functions with the period T = 1.428 s (derived from the heart rate of 42 bpm) were fitted independently to the optical and the virtual data points:
The time lag t 0 (measured from the ECG synchronization signal) of displaying the optical (0.04±0.02 s) or the virtual sequence (0.03±0.04 s) is small compared to the interval between consecutive heart phases of 0.11 s. The phase difference between the two cosines (0.01±0.05 s that constitutes 0.7 % of the motion period) represents the error in the synchronization of the display of the optical and the virtual images.
The absolute value of the difference in the amplitude shift B between the optical and the virtual cosines is small compared to the amplitude A (1 mm << 6.2 mm). The amplitude A of the virtual cosine is smaller by 25 % with respect to the amplitude of the optical cosine. The maximum difference between the cosines varies from -2.6 mm to 0.8 mm. This relatively large difference is partially caused by limitations in the reconstruction of the virtual images from the dynamic CT scan: each image is the average of 7 % of the cycle, and averaging around the minimum or the maximum values of the curve "flattens-out" the peaks. Also the images were not reconstructed between 49 % and 51 % of the cycle, resulting in additional "flattening" of the curve around 0.75 s from the beginning of the cycle.
DISCUSSION
The accuracy of the overlay achieved with the phantom system is close to our target value of 1 mm. The tracking accuracy is the primary source of error, and this will have to be addressed in the future. The large number of steps required to construct the virtual scene also results in accumulation of some error.
This research represents only a preliminary stage of the project, and provides a demonstration of a "proof of concept" for fusing dynamic endoscopic and virtual images of a beating heart phantom. The next phase of image fusion will involve validation using an in-vivo porcine model.
While we have demonstrated the applicability of this approach in laboratory settings, its adaptation to the clinical environment will present a number of challenges. A different organ tracking needs to be utilized, since optical tracking cannot be used in the closed chest. We plan to track the heart within the thorax using intra-operative angiogram data, as well as employing tracked trans-esophageal ultrasound, combined with the image-based registration approach proposed by Mori et al. [21] .
The phantom motion (inflating/deflating movement following a cosine time dependence) is determined by the characteristics of the commercially available heart/thorax phantom we are using, and does not accurately reflect the dynamics of a real heart. The more complex time dependence of the motion of the human heart will necessitate more reconstructed phases of the heart motion, or non-uniform time interval between them.
The system operates in near-real time (14 images per second), due to limitations imposed by the currently available speed of the graphics system, and the complexity of the rendered virtual model.
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated an accurate overlay of optical endoscopic images of a beating heart phantom with virtual equivalents generated based on dynamic 3D-CT data. High-quality animation of the virtual model was achieved through warping the static CT image of the diastolic phase to the CT images of other phases of the cardiac cycle. The image overlay is accurate within -0.8 mm and +2.6 mm, with time synchronization error determined by the frame rate.
